RAMPARTS: Supporting Sensemaking with Spatially-Aware Mobile Interactions
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ABSTRACT
Synchronous colocated collaborative sensemaking requires that analysts share their information and insights with each other. The challenge is to know when is the right time to share what information without disrupting the present state of analysis. This is crucial in ad-hoc sensemaking sessions with mobile devices because small screen space limits information display. To address these tensions, we propose and evaluate RAMPARTS—a spatially aware sensemaking system for collaborative crime analysis that aims to support faster information sharing, clue-finding, and analysis. We compare RAMPARTS to an interactive tabletop and a paper-based method in a controlled laboratory study. We found that RAMPARTS significantly decreased task completion time compared to paper, without affecting cognitive load or task completion time adversely compared to an interactive tabletop. We conclude that designing for ad-hoc colocated sensemaking on mobile devices could benefit from spatial awareness. In particular, spatial awareness could be used to identify relevant information, support diverse alignment styles for visual comparison, and enable alternative rhythms of sensemaking.
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INTRODUCTION
Post 9/11, US Department of Justice released the National Criminal Intelligence Plan in October 2003 [21], suggesting better information sharing through colocated interaction between analysts as a measure to promote equal data access and support sensemaking. The plan outlined these measures because sharing privately held data between analysts for crime-solving has so far been a challenge [18, 17, 16]. The plan also called for development of technology that could mediate and support sensemaking for collaborators meeting ad-hoc with newer technologies like mobile devices. Since then, multiple design solutions like interactive tabletops [61], implicit sharing between collaborators [17, 19], visualizations to reduce biases [16], and ad-hoc connected spatially aware mobile devices for information sharing [52, 53, 64] have been pursued. We believe that providing spatial awareness for mobile devices can enhance capabilities for data exploration of private data shared during sensemaking tasks, which has been rarely explored.

Unlike mobile devices, high-end expensive solutions like tabletops are not always available and are even lesser preferred for collaborative sensemaking [5]. As users increasingly carry multiple mobile devices like tablets or smartphones [67], ad-hoc meetings with collaborators now can benefit from these multiple avenues to forage for and share information in real time. Device ethnography studies [34, 54] have shown that users are indeed seeking new ways to forage, share and perform collaborative sensemaking using mobile devices. While cross-device interaction across multiple devices has been pursued [4, 23, 38, 39, 41, 52], limited
progress has been made towards designing for spatial awareness between such devices [52, 53]. Colocated mobile devices have primarily been viewed as independent entities that are agnostic to the spatial location of other devices, rendering such collaborations tedious and non-optimal [20, 47]. Further, past work on sensemaking over multiple mobile devices has offered limited evaluation for single user scenarios [23]. On the contrary, this work pursues designing for sensemaking in ad-hoc collaborations where multiple spatially-aware mobile devices can now share private information easily.

While recent work in spatially aware solutions for colocated mobile devices like HuddleLamp [52] have been pursued, further research is needed to understand when spatial-aware interactions would be beneficial over the others [53]. To the best of our knowledge, RAMPARTS is the first spatially aware mobile device based system that has been evaluated to test its effectiveness in a sensemaking task. RAMPARTS uses commonplace, consumer hardware like multiple tablets to build an ad-hoc environment for colocated collaboration by supporting spatial information arrangement to forage for and connect data, important for sensemaking tasks like crime-solving. We evaluated RAMPARTS using a study where 27 pairs solved a crime mystery, against two popular alternatives: an interactive tabletop and a paper-based method. Our study showed that RAMPARTS reduced task completion time (TCT) significantly against Paper, and did not significantly affect TCT as compared to T yet offered the advantages of an inexpensive multi-device solution. We present design insights for ad-hoc multidevice systems, spatially aware interactions, and mobile collaborative sensemaking.

The paper makes the following contributions:

1. Design and implementation of RAMPARTS, a research prototype which simulates an environment for spatially aware colocated collaborative sensemaking by focusing on interaction mechanisms for information sharing and analysis.

2. User evaluation of RAMPARTS involving 27 pairs and comparison with two alternatives (tabletop & paper-based method) in a sensemaking task. Based on the evaluation, we suggest implications for the future design of spatially aware mobile multidevice systems for collaborative sensemaking.

Existing tools are impractical and/or do not provide spatial awareness. With inexpensive spatially aware RAMPARTS, students could collaborate to solve assignments. In crime-solving, investigators collect evidence in the field and hold that data privately in their mobile devices. So, RAMPARTS could enable them to share and analyze data in field by providing an easy, accessible way to do sensemaking using technology they always have in hand anyway.

RELATED WORK

RAMPARTS is a step towards building a new wave of tools for enhanced sensemaking in applications like data governance [63], citizen participation [11], and crime solving [18] where multiple users could bring their devices [2], interact with the information. We begin by unpacking previous work in sensemaking and situate RAMPARTS.

**Sensemaking in Collaborative Analysis**

As described by Pirolli and Card [51], sensemaking is an iterative process of foraging for information. Analysts iteratively forage clues and generate mental models that explain how these clues connect together coherently until they have found the solution [31]. Similarly, crime-investigators are required to parse data, identify relevant clues from non-relevant ones, and identify a motive, location, and time of a crime that would incriminate the correct person [13].

While collaboration with other analysts who have access to rest of the clues can be advantageous because sharing solves otherwise unsolvable crimes [17, 27, 66]. It has been found that sharing information and building upon shared information requires technology that supports making sharing and analysis easy for teams [31]. On the one hand successful collaborative sensemaking systems have to enable multiple collaborators to perform joint analysis, but on the other hand collaborators should be able to introduce pertinent privately held information, without disrupting ongoing analysis. We next discuss the tools for collaborative sensemaking and how they tackle these challenges.

**Tools that support collaborative sensemaking**

Shared workspaces have been shown to improve shared understanding and awareness [12] by improving information-sharing [27], improving common ground [66] and increasing partner awareness [7, 51]. Shared workspaces have also included creating collaborative visualizations [1, 6, 28, 32, 33, 59, 62], reminding analysts to view their partners analysis, as in AnalyticStream [49], and recommending relevant pieces of information from their partner [3] to increase awareness and reach common ground.

While both explicit sharing as suggested in these tools, and more recently, implicit sharing [17, 16] have been pursued, sensemaking has been pursued primarily using spatially agnostic devices [23]. Most of these tools do not enable ad-hoc introduction of spatially aware personal mobile devices for joint sensemaking sessions. Next we discuss why spatially aware interactions are important for sensemaking and current state-of-the-art.

**Multi-device environments**

Our work is also inspired by past research in how interaction mechanisms work between multi-display environments, particularly between larger stationary displays and mobile devices. The LunchTable [44] used multiple semi-public displays to create a casual discussion space in a lunch room. Wallace et al. [60] and [29] built systems to support sensemaking on a shared public interactive tabletop, additionally augmented by multiple user’s private mobile devices. Lucero et al. [39] proposed a system for information sharing based on proximity through gestures. Further, EasyGroups [40] suggested other ways to couple smartphones to facilitate collaboration using a docking metaphor. Alternatively, Haber et al. [22] showed multiple tablets for reading and annotating text by splitting text across multiple displays. Similarly, Conductor [23] has been shown to facilitate sensemaking using
highlighting to enable easy transfer of content between multiple devices. Past work shows that multiple mobile devices are well suited for a number of tasks in collaborative settings like enabling sharing through proximity, splitting content across multiple devices for easier reading, and highlighting important content to be transferred across devices.

Spatially-aware interactions
Using the space between and around multiple devices as an extended interaction space, as well as using the relative distance between devices, has been receiving increasing attention in Human-Computer Interaction (HCI) literature. Several systems have been developed as non-mobile specialised environments for data analysis. For example, Spindler et al. [56] built a system where multiple spatially aware tablets could enable data exploration on an interactive tabletop using a virtual aquarium metaphor that can be explored using a magic lens. Another system by Spindler et al. [57] explored how depth sensing and top-down projection can augment environments to provide richer interaction with data using a Kinect sensor to detect hand gestures. More recently, Rädle et al. [53] have demonstrated that users do indeed show a preference for spatially aware interactions when performing gestures.

Spatial-awareness itself has also been found to improve interaction between mobile devices. HuddleLamp [52] showed that an inexpensive above-table sensor can be used to enable spatially aware navigation. Further, Thaddeus [64] has illustrated how interacting with information visualisation can be enhanced through spatial awareness using pointing with mobile devices. AdBinning [26] has also demonstrated that a mobile device can facilitate storing and managing map information when interacting with space around a device that acts like a bin. Alternatively, Piazza et al. [50] used a Microsoft PixelSense to simulate an environment where spatially aware tablets and smartphones together create a tool for drawing, reading, and gaming. As is evident, peripheral space has been researched for variety of tasks.

Our design and study is based on findings from [52] which showed that spatial-awareness is technically possible with low-cost sensing; while Rädle et al. [53] investigated short single-user tasks and focused on gesture design instead; and Hamilton et al. [23] focused only on the implementation of cross-device interaction in a limited small-scale study. While prior work shows that spatial awareness is beneficial to interaction with data and helps build effective information patterns, it remains unexplored as to how such systems might support a sensemaking task itself, and further to evaluate their use for sensemaking. In contrast, our work compares the impact of spatial awareness with tabletop and paper on a collaborative sensemaking task. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to show low-cost spatially-aware mobile devices compared to interactive tabletop and paper-based solution in a specific design context.

Research in interactive tabletops has also shown that stationary horizontal interactive surfaces provide good opportunities for collaboration and enable multiple colocated users to work efficiently [30, 55, 31]. Given the increasing quantity of data being generated every day and the increasing need for data governance [63], tabletops have been suggested to provide a viable solution for collaborative sensemaking tasks like civic engagement requiring information gathering and parsing [11]. However, spatially aware devices placed together on a horizontal surface could potentially offer a better alternative for such collaborations and sensemaking [40] because users have reported spatially aware devices [53] to be more beneficial than spatially agnostic devices. There are three advantages to this strategy over an interactive tabletop: First, expensive and bulky interactive tabletops might not be always available or preferred [5]. Second, one could use both the physical artefacts lying on a table and the digital artefacts on mobile devices without occluding data. Third, users can conveniently share private information on their mobile devices as opposed to a single interactive display/surface. Finally, multi-device environments are likely to be much cheaper and more ubiquitous than tabletop computers for the foreseeable future.

DESIGN
RAMPARTS was designed taking into account the lessons learned from research discussed above in collaborative sensemaking and spatially-aware mobile devices. RAMPARTS focuses on providing functionalities suited for a well-defined task—a crime-solving exercise that requires information sharing across multiple devices in an ad-hoc meeting to identify a hidden profile [58]. Users may choose to spatially arrange data on shared surfaces in multiple ways, ranging from sharing entire datasets to sharing their insights alone. As suggested by Keel [36], arranging information in space supports cognition and additional information can be inferred from the way users arrange data on surfaces. One popular way of arranging data on surfaces in sensemaking tasks has been to write on sticky notes.

RAMPARTS was developed over multiple iterations. We describe below results from a preliminary study, and subsequent fully functional prototype details. In the study, we observed the process and outcome of sensemaking when users tried to parse clues, identifying a hidden profile and creating a story that supported their finding. We used low-fidelity paper sticky notes to understand their use of space, and analysed patterns as users collaborated with each other to move the relevant notes together into clusters for parsing the information.

Study task
For the study, we ran an exercise with multiple collaborators in a complex crime-solving task, like the murder mystery suggested by Stanford et al. [58]. Collaborators are given 31 clues, each on a sticky note, and have to identify the name of the criminal, and the location, time, and motive of the crime. Similar crime-solving tasks have been pursued to better understand how to design collaborative sensemaking [35, 18, 17, 16]. In the task, 5 people were involved in a murder mystery that took place between 11.30 pm and 1.30 am, where the criminal had to be identified within 25 minutes.

This task was made more complex by adding non-relevant information aimed to confuse the participants. The main challenge in the task was the fact that the victim (Mr. Kelley)
was both shot and stabbed on the night of the crime. Participants had to understand the content in depth to separate the side plot from the main story. Separating the multiple plots enabled them to determine who wounded whom and which of the events was relevant. The solution, as given by Stanford et al. [58] was: “After receiving a superficial gunshot wound from Mr. Jones, Mr. Kelley went to Mr. Scotts apartment where Mr. Scott killed him with a knife at 12:30 AM because Mr. Scott was in love with Mr. Kelleys wife.”.

Using a crime-solving task, in a preliminary study similar to Fisher et al. [10] we observed users employing strategies to spatially organise information, as described below.

Preliminary study
We conducted a preliminary study with five participants (3 male, 35–52 years old) to participate in an approximately half-hour study. These participants were recruited through snowball sampling and were peer researchers and students who performed the task voluntarily. After the study, participants were thanked and compensated with lunch. During the study, they were asked to solve a crime mystery using clues printed on strips of paper (shown in Figure 2). We asked the participants to think aloud (which has been shown to generate rich data without affecting their cognitive processes [8, 46] and describe their approach to the solution. All participants used some spatial strategies to organise the information. These could be classified primarily into the following themes.

Relevance: Firstly, grouping information, i.e. creating spatially separated clusters of paper strips, was the most often applied solution. Users would sort the notes several times based on different criteria e.g. selecting notes containing a particular name or phrase. One participant tore the answer sheet to create markers showing the centres of the different groups. Users also expressed their wish to mark the identified relationships between the clues (e.g. two clues containing the same name) in some way:

I would like to be able to mark that Mr. Jones is on all of these strips. There’s quite a lot of these clues.

Alignment: Secondly, four participants would align the clues in a grid or along an axis to get an overview of one of the dimensions of the story. One participant constructed a two-dimensional grid where events were sorted chronologically on the horizontal axis and sorted by suspect names on the vertical axis.

Overall, results of our informal preliminary study were promising, suggesting that spatial arrangement of information contributed by multiple collaborators, referred to as alignment could be useful for identifying relationships represented by clusters, and relevance represented by highlighting. These results extend previous work by Fisher et al. [10] who found that despite the distributed nature of sensemaking, collaborators found organizational structure generated by previous collaborators to be highly useful for sensemaking. Further, we also found that simple paper sticky-notes could support spatial layouts and promote the development of rich mental schemas. We next examine these affordances by using digital sticky-notes that could afford similar interaction mechanisms by designing and evaluating RAMPARTS.

The RAMPARTS system
Through our preliminary study and using previous similar work [10], we noted that spatial awareness enriches the interaction when clues are distributed across collaborators. Users used the spatial relationships between the textual clues to support their sensemaking process. Consequently, RAMPARTS is built to support two design principles, Relevance and Alignment. We augmented RAMPARTS with features specific to the crime-solving hidden profile task. Here, we present the final design of the prototype. The system enables putting any number of mobile devices owned by collaborators on a horizontal surface and using them together to perform joint analysis. Multiple users share a common interaction space and collaborate by manipulating the clues, displayed as digital sticky notes, on and between these mobile devices. Such digital sticky notes have been shown to support externalizing and spatially organizing insights during collaborative sensemaking tasks previously [18, 17, 16].

RAMPARTS displays the clues available to the user in the form of "digital sticky notes" and enables a user to manipulate them freely. Sticky notes are fixed on tablet surfaces. This way, users can arrange pieces of information as they choose, both by using touch to move them on the device screens and using gestures to move them between devices (as suggested by Rädle et al. [53]). Users could also physically move the devices to move multiple sticky-notes simultaneously. A swipe (flick) gesture is used to transfer a sticky note to a neighbouring device. The direction of the swipe determines to which device the note is transferred. In order to simplify the interface, a note is always moved to the nearest device in the swipe direction. This mechanism is illustrated in Figure 3a. Swiping worked in six degree of freedom (6DoF) e.g. hovering a device above another device allowed users to "drop" a sticky note to the device below or "throw" a note up, just like how one would expect a physical sticky-note to perform.

Figure 2. A participant in the preliminary paper-based study solving a crime mystery. The user identifies relevant clues and aligns them vertically as a support strategy.
As a response to the strategies participants employed in the paper-based preliminary study, we developed two interaction patterns that provided additional support for sensemaking.

Relevance: First, multicolour highlighting based on content helped users identify the distribution of people, objects, and locations among the clues. Our users were able to select a given piece of information (e.g., a name) to highlight all other sticky notes containing that information. The “origin” sticky note was then highlighted in a different colour. The feature was activated with a long tap on the information piece, in order to differentiate between this action and repositioning a sticky note, see Figure 3b.

Alignment: We created the timeline display inspired by how users arranged content along a chronological axis. We observed that the lack of additional visual aids made users employ complex grids. Consequently, we designed a help tool for aligning clues chronologically. Activated by a long tap on a time expression (e.g., a date and/or time), RAMPARTS highlighted all the other notes containing time expressions and connected them with lines in a chronological order as shown in Figure 3c.

Both the highlighting, and timelines spanned between multiple devices thus showing the continuity of a single multi-display interaction space. The display was updated when the devices were moved or sticky notes repositioned so that the users could benefit from the chronological ordering and clustering simultaneously. Having identified Relevance and Alignment as RAMPARTS’s two interaction mechanisms, we now discuss the implementation details for RAMPARTS.

IMPLEMENTATION
RAMPARTS consists of three main components: the motion tracking system, the RAMPARTS mobile application, and the coordination server.

As our work focuses on designing and understanding interaction for spatially aware environments, we chose the most accurate method of acquiring positional information available—infrared marker-based 6DoF motion tracking. Past work [52] and current commercial developments have shown that embedded accurate mutual positional sensing will soon be available for commercial smartphone models. Consequently, we assume that a marker-based solution accurately approximates the predictable future technical landscape. This assumption is also a foundation of past work e.g. [26].

We used Qualisys Oqus technology to acquire positional information. The devices are identified in the system and tracked as rigid bodies in 6DoF. The Qualisys Track Manager (QTM) Real Time Server provides tracking information (i.e., the position and orientation of all the devices) and streams it over a network protocol. The positional information is transmitted over a wireless network to the RAMPARTS server. In order to provide accurate tracking even when occlusions occur, we use a ceiling-mounted system with 8 cameras.

RAMPARTS is implemented as an application for the Android mobile operating system. The application needs to be installed on each of the devices in order for them to be part of the system. The RAMPARTS interface is adaptable to screen size. Functionality of the application includes displaying sticky notes, moving them within a tablet, throwing them to a different tablet, activating the highlight and activating the timeline. All the spatially-aware interactions on the devices are prompted by the server. Application can receive signals to display a new sticky note, to highlight a sticky note or display the timeline. In case of the timeline, the coordinates for drawing the chronological lines are provided by the server.

The RAMPARTS server processes the positional information received from the QTM server to determine the desired behaviour of the mobile devices based on their spatial arrangement. It also acts as an intermediary for communicating user interactions between devices. In order to complete these tasks, the server stores and updates the positions of all the devices and sticky notes in the global coordinate system (i.e., the coordinate system of the motion tracking data). All devices receive commands from the server. The server notifies devices about: interaction with other devices, the need to display new content and activating the sensemaking support features. The devices also report any user input to the server and server replies with the appropriate response. It
is capable of simultaneously responding to events occurring on all the devices. When a user performs the swipe action to throw a sticky note to another device, the original device provides the coordinates of the sticky note and the swiping vector in the device’s local coordinate system. The vector is then transformed to the global coordinate system using the device size and the Euler angles provided by motion tracking. Virtual lines are connecting the original device with all other devices that are then created. The line closest to the vector is identified to choose the target device. Boundary conditions prevent swiping into spaces where no device is present. Similarly, to display the timeline, each consecutive pair of chronologically ordered sticky notes is connected with a line in the global coordinate system. Next, the visible parts of the lines are recalculated to the local coordinate systems of the devices and a line drawing command is sent.

HYPOTHESIS AND RESEARCH QUESTION
We adopted the following hypothesis for the study:

H: Due to sensemaking features, RAMPARTS (R) will shorten task completion time in comparison to paper (P).

As prior work has shown that digital tools can support sensemaking effectively, we expected that the enhanced sensemaking support features of R would allow for solving the crime mystery faster than when using analogue tools. Additionally, we investigated one research question:

RQ: How well does low-cost R perform compared to a high-end tabletop (T)?

As no past work explored spatial-awareness for sensemaking, but several sources confirmed the effectiveness, we endeavoured to explore how the low-cost ad-hoc R would compare to the an expensive tabletop system.

EVALUATION
This section describes the study we performed to evaluate RAMPARTS to better understand the cost vs. benefit ratio analysis of enabling such a system over traditional interactive tabletops—as well as paper—in terms of accuracy, efficiency, and team-experience. In a between-subjects study we compared RAMPARTS (condition R) to two systems, a tabletop system (condition T) and a paper-based solution with sticky notes (condition P). Participants were asked to solve the crime solving task we used in the preliminary study.

Participants
A total of 54 participants (38 male, 16 female, aged 18–61, \(M = 28.81, SD = 10.16\)) completed the study. The participants were recruited by word of mouth at the university campus. Remuneration was provided in the form of a small gift of choice selected from a gift box (maximum value 20 USD). 60 Users were recruited individually and 30 pairs were matched through matching schedules and preferred study times. Six users quit the study while it was incomplete or did not provide full answers to the measures. Consequently, we excluded these participants from the analysis. This resulted in 18 participants in the R condition, 20 participants in the T condition and 16 participants in the P condition. Users self-reported as strangers. We anticipate that some of them might have familiarity with interacting with a tablet. None of them were familiar with interactive tabletops. None of them were familiar with digital implementations of sticky notes.

Apparatus
In the R condition, the RAMPARTS system was deployed on three HTC NEXUS 9 tablets (8.9 in screen diagonal) as shown in Figure 4a. Tablets were placed on a table measuring 100 cm \(\times\) 130 cm. A Qualisys Oqus with 8 cameras hanging from the ceiling of the room was used for motion tracking with markers (0.5 cm in diameter) attached directly to the tablets. A high table was used and two chairs were provided so that the participants could freely choose to perform the task sitting or standing. The chairs were placed slightly off the table to suggest that the participants were free to arrange the furniture as they wished. The clues were equally distributed in stacks on the three tablets. The server software logged features used throughout the experiment.

In the T condition, a tabletop application was developed for the user study (see Figure 4b). The system provided the same features as RAMPARTS, but it worked on the Samsung SUR40 interactive table, which implies a working area of 88.5 cm \(\times\) 49.8 cm. The table ran the Microsoft PixelSense framework and represents a common format for an interactive table, with a history of successful deployments (e.g. [42, 43]). The application presents clues in three stacks of sticky notes that use the same font and colour as RAMPARTS. Due to the dimensions of the table, participants were initially seated in this condition, but were reminded they could move freely around the room.

In the P condition, participants were presented with three randomised stacks of pre-printed sticky notes containing clues placed on a table measuring 120 cm \(\times\) 120 cm, as shown in Figure 4c. The colour of the notes and the font matched those of the other two conditions. The chair-and-table arrangement replicated the one in the R condition and participants were free to choose their stance. Participants were free to modify the pre-printed sticky notes in the P condition, as they would in the other 2 conditions. All sessions were recorded using a video camera and a conference microphone. Participants expressed their consent to the recording prior to the study. In all three conditions, a pre-printed answer sheet was available along with a single pen which they were asked to fill out at the end. In all three conditions, the initial arrangement of notes was similar. Three piles were placed at same spots and in relative distance to each other. We controlled for the different table size by ensuring that when spread out, all the sticky-notes would require space proportionately greater than the available surface in all the 3 conditions. Consequently, all the experimental conditions had amount of sticky notes that would be equally hard to spreading across the surface, forcing the users to find strategies to effectively manage space if they wanted to have an overview of all the data.

Procedure
Each participant was individually greeted by the experimenter and then introduced to their partner for the study. A short demographics questionnaire was then administered. Next, the
participants were introduced to the task, the functionalities of the system in the condition then were assigned, and they were then asked to play the role of analysts. A sample task was prepared with the same number of clues as the crime-solving tasks, but with far less difficulty. Participants were given as much time as they required to familiarise themselves with the functionality of the system and the experimenter was available to answer any questions.

Having assured that the participants were comfortable using the system, they were introduced to the task using the task source book [58]. Users had to juxtapose, combine, and eliminate clues to determine the murderer, the time of the murder, the location, and the weapon. The number of clues provided is intended to be large enough to warrant a discussion and require more than one person to solve effectively. There were redundant clues in the set and participants were supposed to agree to eliminate them. The experimenter then handed the participants the answer sheet and a pen. Participants were informed that the estimated time for completing the task was 25 minutes. However, they were welcome to take as much time as they required. We instructed participants to prioritise accuracy over speed and be as certain as possible about the answer before they decided they were finished.

The solution to the puzzle was then revealed. Next, each participant individually completed a questionnaire consisting of the “raw” NASA Task Load Index (NASA-TLX) [24] to measure the perceived workload. The study ended with a debriefing and a semi-structured interview where participants were asked to comment on their experience of the system, the perceived difficulty of the system, their strategy of solving the problem, and how the system supported the chosen strategy.

Measures

We used three data sources to evaluate RAMPARTS: Video and audio recording, answer sheets with name of criminal and associated details, and post-task survey responses about workload and team-experience.

Task Performance: Accuracy and Task Completion Time

As two indicators of task performance we use TCT and the quality of the answers. TCT is the time between when the question sheet was given to the participants and when it was handed back to the experimenter. The time was measured by the experimenter. The accuracy of the answers on the question sheet was measured by correct answers. Each of the four questions, name of criminal, location, time, and motive was rated binary as right or wrong.

Perceived Workload

Each participant rated the perceived workload of the study task with the six NASA-TLX questions, focusing on physical demand, temporal demand, performance, effort, and frustration [25]. In modification to the original NASA-TLX, we renounced weighting single questions. This modification is often applied and well known as raw NASA-TLX [24].

Sticky Moves

We measured how users manipulated the sticky notes over the duration of the sensemaking task, and how in particular they moved them around to create new solutions. One of the experimenters analysed the session video recordings to count how often the sticky notes were rearranged over two time intervals: first half, second half, and in total to understand the rhythm of sensemaking. A move was counted as a movement of one or group of sticky notes (with a swipe or drag) or moving paper. Moving multiple notes with a single move was only possible in the P condition (when they were glued together) and this was also counted as one move. The counting began after the first 5 minutes of the task, to avoid differences due to modalities and initial setup.

Results

Task Performance: Accuracy

Most participants delivered correct answers (4 out of 4 murder circumstances reported correctly). One participant pair in the T condition produced an entirely wrong answer (0 out 4 correct answers). Another group provided a partial answer (3 out of 4 answers, condition T). Overall, we saw no significant difference in the accuracy.

Task Performance: Task completion time

TCTs were extracted from the video recordings and the results are shown in Figure 5a. The lower the TCT, the better the Task Performance. Both, R ($M_R = 1320\ s, SD_R = 253\ s$) and T ($M_T = 1578\ s, SD_T = 275\ s$) system performed better than P ($M_P = 1941\ s, SD_P = 499\ s$) owing to the sensemaking features. A one-way ANOVA was performed to determine the significance of the mean differences between the three conditions. The main effect of experimental condition on TCT was statistically significant ($F_{2,22} = 6.97, p = 0.005$). Despite the unequal sample sizes, Levene’s test of inequality was found to be insignificant ($p = 0.128$). Gabriel post hoc test for small variation in the sample size correction revealed that R performed significantly better than P ($p = 0.01$ after Bonferroni Correction). Results support our Hypothesis H that sensemaking features in R shortens TCT compared to P.
With regard to RQ, low cost R performs equally well compared to high-end T

**Perceived workload**

NASA-TLX questionnaire results are presented in Figure 5b. The three conditions reported similar aggregate scores: $M_R = 9.40, SDR_R = 3.24; M_T = 8.61, SD_T = 2.63; \text{ and } M_P = 8.16, SD_P = 2.08$. A Mixed Effects model with pair as the random effect and condition as the independent variable revealed no significant difference in the reported NASA-TLX scores ($F_{2,24} = 0.543, p = 0.59$).

**Sticky Moves**

We also recorded how often the sticky notes were moved by the participants for relevance or change existing alignment. In the first half of the TCT, users did not manipulate sticky notes any differently across the three conditions ($M_R = 41.11, SDR_R = 39.20; M_T = 50.90, SD_T = 31.01; M_P = 44.86, SD_P = 17.79; F_{2,24} = 0.25, p > 0.05$), suggesting that users approached the task similarly at the onset. In contrast, a significant difference was observed for the number of sticky notes moved in the second half of the task ($M_R = 16.44, SDR_R = 14.83; M_T = 94.2, SD_T = 55.04; M_P = 61.88, SD_P = 54.00, F_{2,24} = 6.98, p < 0.01$). Post hoc tests revealed a difference in the rhythm of sensemaking because RAMPARTS users moved significantly fewer notes around than the T condition in the second half of the task ($p < 0.05$). Additionally, a Pearson Product-Moment calculation revealed that there was no correlation between TCT and number of sticky notes moved ($r = 0.09, p > 0.1$).

**Qualitative observations from RAMPARTS**

Two researchers watched all the recorded video material from condition R and the videos were coded for participant position and device management. An additional discussion was then conducted and all coding discrepancies were eliminated. Overall, 3 pairs out of 9 decided to sit opposite each other. These three pairs chose to use one tablet per person as a "personal" device and put the remaining tablet in the middle of the table to share information. Six pairs decided to sit shoulder to shoulder and they, consequently, chose to employ different tablet arrangements. Five participants spread the three tablets horizontally or almost horizontally. These pairs would then initially process the information on each tablet individually, tablet by tablet before starting collaborative work. The users would then arrange information spatially, splitting it between the three devices. They used their finger or a pen to attract the attention of their partner. One of the participants commented positively on the ability to arrange the sticky notes spatially:

> The ability to arrange them spatially was really good, it makes the task easier. [Participant RA05]

Another pair used a strategy where one user dominated and led the discussion and controlled two tablets in a line and the other user provided relevant information from the third tablet. Users would also often move one of the tablets up to indicate on which device they were focusing at a given moment. One user decided to periodically remove one tablet from the line and move above a second one to compare information (Figure 7a) — whenever they felt two facts led to a conclusion or appeared to be contrary, the user would move one tablet out of the line to focus the discussion on resolving the issue. That movement would be then repeated each time a discussion was required to agree on a conclusion based on information from two tablets. Another pair placed an L-shaped (Figure 7b) tablet structure in the very centre of the table, interacting with the three devices as if they were a single large interactive surface. This happened once the group individually browsed the information on the three tablets, the L-shaped structure showed a transition between acquainting oneself with the data and beginning a discussion with the partner. The sensemaking support features like Highlighting for Relevance in RAMPARTS were reported as useful tools:

> I really enjoyed painting it with the green colour, I didn’t have to look which one is about the same topic, with my partner we could just click on it. [Participant RB03]

One pair used a “three-dimensional” approach (Figure 7c). One user would often hover the tablet above the other tablets and “pour” sticky notes onto them. They would raise the tablets above the table to direct the partner’s attention and compare information with a tablet laying on the table. They would also both hold their tablets up high to juxtapose their

**Figure 5.** Mean values for task completion time (TCT) and NASA-TLX in the experimental conditions, the error bars representing the standard error. The statistically significant difference between R and P in TCT is marked with an *.

**Figure 6.** The number of sticky notes moved in the first half of the task, the second half, and in total for the three conditions. Statistically significant results are marked with *.


individual findings. Another group specifically planned individual and group work phases. They spread all the notes onto two tablets and then analysed individually, temporarily ignoring the third device. A discussion phase followed and the entire process was repeated three times with a final discussion. Users also reflected on the tangibility of the tools and the ability to distribute the content between the different tablets for Alignment. They also confirmed that spatial arrangements of the tablets were use to filter and combine information:

I started assigning spaces to information, for example this is a pile of irrelevant information. [Participant RA04]

**DISCUSSION**

We found that both R and T performed better than P because sensemaking features implemented were indeed effective and supported our Hypothesis.

One possible explanation for R’s performance is that participants used the tablets as containers to categorise pieces of information (for example RA04). The affordance of display bezels to be seen as information containers is well described previously in literature [61]. Devices in our study allowed for crisp divisions between data sets, offering support for relevant information clustering. Furthermore, tablets themselves can be moved around like sticky notes. This is an advantage over the other 2 conditions where sticky clusters couldn’t be moved conveniently. Our results suggest that the tangibility of individual tablets can provide extensive support for organising information. While this was hinted in Conductor [23], RAMPARTS shows that these affordances are also valid in a collaborative setting. The lack of significant differences in NASA TLX results shows that the technology used in all three conditions required a similar amount of effort from the users.

Surprisingly, we observed a significant decrease in the number of notes moved towards the end of the task with RAMPARTS. During the second half of the experiment, sticky notes were moved far lesser in R than in T and P. Based on qualitative observations, As note groups could be moved by manipulating tablets, fewer moves were needed to move groups in R. No such physical categorization was possible in T and P. On the other hand, even though users moved notes far lesser in T than R, they were equally effective in terms of TCT. Determining the cause of that difference remains an open question.

Further, difference in the number of notes moved during the different phases of sensemaking points to different rhythms of sensemaking supported by different technologies. While it must be pointed out that all conditions moved approximately similar number of sticky notes throughout the task duration, some conditions involved higher note manipulation towards the end as opposed to earlier on. Perhaps, spatial awareness reduces the need for moving notes, because relevant sticky clusters represented by tablets acting as “bins” can be moved around and aligned in multiple styles to perform visual comparison.

In support of our RQ, while we observed no significant difference in TCT between RAMPARTS and tabletop, we believe that R has key advantage over T, because RAMPARTS supports creating ad-hoc environments by converting mobile devices into a multidisplay interface. As postulated by Fjeld et al. [11], further research is needed for turning everyday spaces into interactive discussion environments. In contrast to a bulky and expensive tabletop interface, RAMPARTS uses on-body mobile devices, ready for use in casual settings. On the other hand, we also show that the significant decrease in TCT confirms observations previously made by Hamilton and Wigdor [23] about multiple distributed devices being effective in supporting sensemaking.

We believe the insights presented here are not exclusive to crime solving. Our work generalizes beyond crime-solving tasks in other similar collaborative time critical tasks like crisis-informatics and medicals ensemaking in hospitals. Further, technology used in spatially aware mobile devices in RAMPARTS, would enable evidence collected by analysts (in the field) across domains like citizen science to be seamlessly shared for colocated analytics not depending on situated high-end infrastructure. For example, citizen scientists could gather soil samples data, and then use RAMPARTS to perform partial analytics, generate new insights and reduce workload, all in the field [45].

Furthermore, in domains beyond crime-solving, the specific sensemaking features of RAMPARTS could also be useful. For example, researchers reported temporal ordering as important for collaborative web search [48]. Overcrowding of hospitals requires better analysis by nurses [49] could be improved by visualizing algorithmically identified relevant data.
as offered by RAMPARTS. Such scenarios are likely to be encountered in domains such as emergency response [37] and firefighting [9]. This illustrates a key advantage of RAMPARTS over tabletop — RAMPARTS can be an effective tool to proliferate digitally-supported sensemaking to new domains as it uses mobile devices that are likely to increase in number and availability. In contrast, tabletop interfaces are becoming less common. As a consequence, we interpret the lack of significant differences between T and R positive.

LIMITATIONS
RAMPARTS is primarily designed to simulate spatial awareness with multiple mobile devices for colocated collaborative sensemaking. However, RAMPARTS has been evaluated with a limited number of devices handled by a pair of collaborators in a relatively short-lived collaborative sensemaking task of a particular type. Scaling up the number of devices or users might introduce potential challenges like information management across the multiple devices. Longer term sensemaking might require provenance of analysis to ensure that analysis performed in the past is not lost in the future. Further, lab settings enable designers to vary design choices in controlled settings to understand the effects of each choice across multiple measure. Field research is needed to understand the impact of spatially aware mobile devices in real life crime solving teams with datasets of varying sizes. We hope that future work will address some of these challenges.

DESIGN IMPLICATIONS
The findings of our work have implications for designing colocated distributed collaborative sensemaking tools. Since the presence of spatial awareness had no negative effect on task performance compared to expensive bulky tabletops, we propose that tools should support spatial awareness to promote timely information sharing. We see spatially aware mobile device solutions like RAMPARTS as a part of the larger design landscape of colocated collaborative sensemaking tools. While at one end, one may design for sterile static environments like “war rooms” replete with interactive tabletops and large wall displays. On the other end, designers might need to support ad-hoc sensemaking tasks by analysts on the move while crowds-on-call aid them with sensemaking tasks [14, 15]. We locate RAMPARTS somewhere in the middle, where impromptu ad-hoc sensemaking is performed by the analysts themselves using devices on hand. By simulating and evaluating a spatially aware system that can effectively support sensemaking, we demonstrated that spatial awareness allowed users to organise information (transferring sticky notes between devices) and facilitate their collaborative sensemaking process (e.g. by moving devices to manage attention). Consequently, we believe that future systems should consider the spatial aspect of interaction and strive to support relevance and alignment through spatially aware gestures [53].

Within the larger design landscape, designers may choose to create solutions that interact only with other mobile devices, or might also integrate colocated non-digital artefacts into sensemaking processes. While RAMPARTS is designed closer to the former solution, our study revealed that some participants used mobile devices in the space above the table with three-dimensional interactions such as dropping post-it notes onto another device as a filter. While 3D interactions were used in past static systems (e.g. [56]), most designs have so far suggested treating the surface of the table on which the devices are placed as a continuous 2D interaction space (e.g. [65]). We believe that future work should provide extensive support for 3D interactions between mobile and non-mobile devices available in the environment to enable ad-hoc sensemaking. This design direction furthers the National Criminal Intelligence Plan [21] that suggests enabling novel technologies for colocated sensemaking between analysts. In crime-solving, investigators collect evidence in the field and hold that data privately in their mobile devices. RAMPARTS could enable them to share and analyze data in the field by providing an easy, accessible way to do sensemaking using technology they already have in hand. Consequently, we see an emerging need to investigate how multi-device systems could perform in crime-solving field work.

Further, designers should consider designing for different phases of analysis. We found that spatially aware mobile devices involve fewer movements of notes towards the latter half of the task. Future tools could appropriate user activity logs to identify different phases of analysis. Tools could help generate relevant recommendations when foraging, and support alignment for storytelling during the sensemaking. For example, foraging could be supported through recommendations based on Natural Language Processing of text. Alternatively, sensemaking could be supported through generating alternative storylines that could explain the events. Finally, identifying patterns of successful behaviour might help create tools that could train the analysts to best use the time at hand and potentially reduce the large number of unsolved crime cases, awaiting attention.

CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented the design of RAMPARTS, a sensemaking tool that supports spatial awareness for mobile devices in colocated collaborative environments. We presented the findings from an experiment in which pairs of participants played the role of crime analysts collaborating to identify a criminal. We found that RAMPARTSs spatial-awareness decreased task completion time when compared to a paper-based system, without any adverse effect on task completion time compared to a tabletop, and without increasing perceived cognitive workload. We also discovered that using RAMPARTS resulted in significantly decreased note manipulation in the later stages of sensemaking, suggesting a different rhythm of sensemaking being pursued in RAMPARTS.
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